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In order to avoid attracting the attention of the outside world as much as possible, the
mobile phone manufacturing company established by Greg did not use the JW name.

Once it became famous in this industry in the future, Jasper could change it back and
integrate it into his group. However, right now, this mobile phone manufacturing
company, which was founded less than half a year ago, was still named Blau Mobiles as
per Greg’s wishes.

Jasper came to the site of Blau Mobiles, a newly developed commercial district in the
city center of Nim City.

The overall layout and construction of this place mirrored the Southface River project. In
the beginning, the Nim City government also sought advice from JW Real Estates.

There were six to eight floors in the commercial building, and the current office space
for Blau Mobiles occupied two whole floors.

The elevator door soon opened, and Jasper came to the front desk after walking down
the corridor.

“Hello, I’m Greg Costa’s friend, is he back?”



A beautiful young girl was seated at the front desk. When she heard Jasper calling her
boss’ name, she did not dare to procrastinate.

“Mr. Costa went out and he’s not here yet. Can I contact his secretary for you?” The
receptionist asked politely.

“Sure,” Jasper nodded.

Soon, a secretary who was notified by Greg over the phone hurried over. She was a
beautiful woman in her thirties.

“Hello, are you Mr. Laine? I am Mr. Costa’s secretary. My name is Veronica Lint.”

Although Veronica did not know that Jasper was the boss of the company who was
simply sitting behind the scenes, Greg’s attitude and tone when he gave her the orders
made her realize that this very young Mr. Laine possessed an extraordinary
background. This was the reason behind her polite tone and demeanor.

“Hello…”

Jasper smiled and shook her hand.



“I’m Jasper Laine.”

“Mr. Laine, please come with me. Mr. Costa told me that he will come back as soon as
he finishes his work Since you arrived before him, you can take a break in his office,”
Veronica said respectfully.

Jasper entered Blau Mobiles with Veronica leading the way.

Yet, he did not immediately go into Greg’s office.

Instead, he walked around the office area first. Although Veronica did not know what
Jasper wanted to do, she still stayed by his side vigilantly.

Jasper was clearly examining the condition of everyone and everything in Blau Mobiles
that was under Greg’s leadership.

To Jasper’s satisfaction, although most of the employees of Blau Mobiles were young
people, they had a rigorous work style. Moreover, the office area was also very tidy. It
looked very much like a thriving company.

It seemed that Greg had started to develop his management skills.



After seeing all this, Jasper walked into Greg’s office. “Does Mr. Costa work here?”

Jasper asked curiously, looking at the small office simply separated by nothing more
than glass that was placed in the corner of the public office area.

Although there were blinds, there was not much privacy since it was surrounded by
glass. Moreover, the office was very small and did not look a typical boss’ office.

“Mr. Costa said he can see the status of all the employees at a glance from this spot,
and it is also easier to communicate with everyone regarding potential problems at any
time,” Veronica said with a touch of admiration in her eyes.

After nodding, Jasper saw a simple camp bed behind the desk. There were pillows and
quilts on it, so obviously someone often slept here.

“Because the company was just founded, there are many things to take care of and the
system is not perfect yet. Therefore, most things require Mr. Costa to personally make
decisions. Therefore, Mr. Costa chooses to sleep in the company most of the time.”

This time, Veronica took the initiative to explain.

“Good.” Jasper nodded, silently approving of Greg.



All things considered, a person who could humble himself and endure hardship was
worth entrusting many things to, even if his ability was limited.


